Programming Android Client for Smart-M3 Applications: SmartRoom Case Study
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Abstract—Smart-M3 is an open platform for constructing smart spaces service environments. SmartSlog is a Smart-M3 SDK for ontology-driven programming; it targets a wide range of computing devices. In this abstract we consider programming issues for Android OS with SmartSlog and introduce a scheme for developing mobile clients on the Smart-M3 platform. This generic scheme is evaluated within a particular Smart-M3 application—the SmartRoom system, which supports such collaborative activities as conferencing. SmartRoom clients run on end-user mobile devices (e.g., Android smartphones) and serves as personal access points to the system.
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The Smart Spaces paradigm defines a smart space as a logical entity consisting of smart objects and enabling them to cooperate with each other [1], [2], [3]. A smart object is a physical/digital object that becomes, being augmented with network capabilities, applicable to interact within a smart space, understanding and reacting to the environment. A wide class of smart objects can be constructed as client software running on end-user mobile devices such as smartphones [4].

Our reference case is the SmartRoom system, which provides a shared smart space—SmartRoom space—for assisting collaborative work activities such as conferencing [5], [4], [6]. A SmartRoom client makes the host mobile device a personal access point to the system and its services. It allows a user to join and leave the SmartRoom Space. The basic services for SmartRoom users are Agenda and Presentation that provide the most essential information part of conferencing, see Fig. 1 for screenshot examples. For the chairman additional functions are available, e.g., using SmartRoom client the activity can be started or finished, the Presentation slide show can be manually controlled (in addition to the control from the speaker), or the agenda is changed (talks insertion/update/removal).

Smart-M3 platform is used to construct a smart space [7], [2]. SmartSlog SDK supports ontology-driven programming of Smart-M3 applications [8]. As target end-user mobile devices we consider smartphones and tablets with Android OS, which are popular nowadays. In Smart-M3 terms, the software part of a smart object is a knowledge processor (KP).

Android OS is Linux-based. For applications, the primary programming language is Java. Essentially that GUI programming is typically Java-based. Nevertheless, native code (C/C++ language) is supported for application logic. This feature opens a way for programming Smart-M3 applications using SmartSlog and its support of ANSI C programming language. Also the recent development progress of Qt framework for Android OS leads to expectation that in near future GUI development for Android application can be performed totally with Qt, thus using C++ programming.

We assume that the client KP operates using the terms of the problem domain. The latter is described by ontology. For programming a SmartSlog-based Android client we propose the following scheme (Fig. 2).

1) Client GUI is written in Java. GUI elements are connected with the application logic using Java Native Interface (JNI).
2) Client chunk of the KP application logic is written in C using data structures that directly correspond to the problem domain entities from the ontology and smart space access operations parameterized with those entities.
3) Application logic code uses the ontology library (generated by SmartSlog): data structures and variables are related with the ontology entities, the library provides functions for operations on the problem domain data and for operations with the smart space.

1SmartSlog supports also .NET/C# programming, which seems less suitable for Android.
KL application logic is C-written and uses data structures and function of the SmartSlog ontology library. Integration of the KL logic into the Android client uses NDK toolset. All source files are added to the Android application project in some directory (e.g., jni/). To compile them it is necessary to prepare makefile Android.mk. It defines all sources and flags needed for compilation and linking. The resultant object files are assembled into a target library, which then can be loaded by the following Java code:

```java
static {
    System.loadLibrary("library name");
}
```

JNI enables Java code to call or to be called by native libraries. All methods of the KL logic must be described in a Java class with native modifier. JNI states specific naming conventions, including project name and method name as described in Java class. To implement these methods in KL it is necessary to include corresponding header file containing their prototypes. Javah utility is the best way to generate the header file. Besides, it is important to include the SmartSlog library header file to access functions of the library. It could be done by including generic.h directly to KP module or by ontology file header which contains such a declaration. For linking GUI with native methods it is enough to write usual class method call in widget implementation.

Let us consider the SmartRoom reference case (conference in our example). A SmartRoom participant may join the SmartRoom space as a registered user (one of the conference speakers), a spectator (anonymous participant), or a chairman (organizer of the activity). After performing login the mobile client subscribes to Agenda and Presentation services [5]. That is, if some changes occur the client will receive the notification and react correspondingly.

The conference activity is controlled by its chairman, e.g., he/she starts and ends the conference. When the conference started the clients update the conference agenda on own displays. The current speaker is highlighted in the list. The speaker’s mobile client receives the control on the Presentation service and shows the first slide. The speaker can switch the slides using the functions like “next slide” and “previous slide”. The same function can use the chairman if needed. When the speaker (or chairman) ends the current presentation the control is moved to the SmartRoom client of the next speaker. Similarly, all participants from their clients can watch the current agenda or browse slides of any available speaker, including the current presentation online. On the level of KL logic, the above functions are based on subscription and update queries to the SmartSpace and implemented with appropriate smart space access primitives from the SmartSlog ontology library.

The Android client for the SmartRoom system is available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/smartroom/files/clients/android/. The proportion of Java and C code is about 60:40. It includes proper application code: the code is not automatically generated by SmartSlog SDK and lines with comments and blanks only are excluded.
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